
 

Hello Sixteen Candles Class! 

Welcome to your new online ZOOM Scene Study Class! We are so excited to be 
moving your class online! We hope you enjoy your new online Portal Page. Here you 
will find everything you need for class - from your purple folder materials, to your 
scenes, and homework. 

We’re so happy to be able to start this class with this wonderful group! It’s important 
right now for us to come together and express ourselves, lean on one another, and use 
our time together to create, imagine, and explore! Acting is a muscle that needs to be 
worked out…and we will continue to give you the means to be able to do so even in this 
crazy time. 

This class is going to be an amazing Scene Study Class! We expect full participation 
and commitment from all of you! We will be working on assigned scenes with a scene 
partner, and work on them for several weeks as you go more in-depth with the material. 

If you are due to get a new scene, you will be able to download it as soon as we assign 
it to you. Don’t worry if you don’t see it posted yet! You will do your Table Read on the 
first day. Download the blue paper "6 Questions” found in your "Folder Items” on your 
Portal Page. You can now fill it out on-line in the fillable PDF. 

You will also be assigned HOME-FUN every week and it can be found in your HOME-
FUN box on your Portal Page! 

Although we may not be face to face, we’re going to have a great class! Class will start 
ON TIME every Friday at 2:00pm and end at 4:00pm. Please allow yourself some space 
to move around as we will begin every class with your ACHIEVEMENTS/GRATEFUL/
GOALS and a short warm up for your body, voice, and imagination.  

If you are going to be absent or late to our Zoom Class for any reason, please make 
sure to fill out this link www.cynthiabain.com/absent as soon as you know!  This helps 
us with our planning for class. 

We’re looking forward to seeing you and can’t wait to see what magic we can create - 
even from our computer screens! 

Your teacher,  
Jillian

http://www.cynthiabain.com/absent

